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glaciated during Wisconsin time.
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Canada, formed

receding beds of shale (seen in the background),

~Iiffs at the left are 100m high.
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See abstract by FORD,

CAVE RESEARCH MEETING
Hamilron, Ontario-October

14-16, 1971

The Fifth Cave Research Meeting was held at McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario
under the joint sponsorship of the McMaster Karst Research Group of the McMaster
University Department of Geography and Cave Research Associates. During the three days,
23 papers were presented; the abstracts appear below. In addition, Thomas Aley showed
an educational film, Cave Ecology, made at the Ozark Underground Laboratory, and FranzDieter Miotke demonstrated a probe which he designed for reliably measuring CO2 at
various depths in soil.
Cave Research Associates thanks McMaster University, our hose in this very successful meeting, and its staff and students for their participation. We are indebted particularly
to Derek C. Ford and James F. Quinlan for their generous efforts in organizing the meeting.
Our appreciation is expressed also to Professor and Mrs. Ford, and to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Wolfe for their evening hospitality. We thank also the Department of Geosciences of the
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Pennsylvania State University and the Department of Geography of the University of AI·
berra for their considerable representation at the sessions, and the many individuals who
participated.

ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS
KARST HYDROLOGY INVESTIGATIONS IN THE MISSOURIOZARKS
by THOMAS
Hurricane

J. ALEY, U.S. Forest Service, Springfield, MiJSottri 65802

Creek, a 302km"

watershed

in the Missouri

Ozarks,

is being

studied

to characterize

surface and subsurface flows in a soluble rock terrain.
An extensive dye-tracing program is being conductedto indicate the general direction of ground.
water flow in the Hurricane Creek basin. On several occasions water has been successfully traced from
one major river basin to another. Straight
line travel distances of 30km and groundwater velocities of
l l ym/hr
have been encountered.
Relationships
of groundwater
flow routes and topographic lineaments
are discussed.
The movement of water into the groundwater
drainage system from ridges and hillslopes has been
investigated.
Many of these areas arc characterized
by fragipan soils which retard downward
water
movement.
The tracing of water from a ridgetop into a cave system is discussed.
valleys in the Oaarks are very important recharge areas. Estavelles, gravel-filled sinks, and
valley segments are common
in the area and are responsible
for the transport of large
volumes
of water from the surface into the groundwater
system. Gaging
records indicative of the
volume of recharge are presented.
The ratio of surface to subsurface
flow is considered. This ratio is not constant for a particular
basin and is affected by volume-controlled
drainage divides. Examples are cited, including some which
indicate that the ratio can be changed by man's activities.
Stream

underdrained

ICE CAVES OF THE CANADIAN ROCKIES
by M. C. BROWN,* Department of Geography, Unwersiiy of Alberta, Edmonton,Alberta
DEREK C. FORD, Department of Geography, McMaxter UniverJity, Hamilton, Ontario
T. M. L WIGLEY, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Unwersiiy of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario
The ice caves considered herein are in bedrock and contain ice at least part of the year. The ice
may alter passage shape and/or
preserve climatic records. The theory of ice formation in caves is examined:
temperature and humidity
fluctuations
1O the cave determine
where and what kind of ice is
deposited;
wind movement thus plays a crucial role. Because of ready moisture
supply and cooling of
incoming
air, optimal climatic conditions
for ice caves include a mean annual dry- bulb temperature
slightly above o'c. A basic model is proposed:
icc is formed near entrances
to caves and not deep
within them, and rends toward thermodynamic
equilibrium.
Variations
from the model are caused by:
A) unusually high wind velocities, or B) unusually low wind velocities, or C) passage orientations,
or
D) very long-term climatic change. Five caves are described: 1) Disaster Point Cave is an example of
a "Bcvariant"
of the basic model, but 2) Nakimu Caves are an "A-variant"
with pronounced
annual
climatic effects. 3) Castleguard
Cave is a good example of the basic model and inferences from its ice
and winds point to the existence of an undiscovered
entrance through the Columbia Irericld. 4) PM lee
Cave contains hexagonal ice sublimation
crystals, with annual depositional
bands. It is a "B-" and "Cvariant,"
being horizontal and limited in extent. Moisture may be supplied
by Helmholtz resonarion of
wind. 5) Coulthard Cave has very slowly retreating massive ice deposits.
From crystallographic
and
O'''IO'~ determinations we infer that the ice is probably post-hypsithermal,
and interstitial sediments on
it were originally present within the ice.

CHEMISTRY OF LIMESTONE RUNOFF WATERS IN THE HIGH ARCTIC
by

J. G. COGLEY·

& S. B. MCCANN,

Department of Geogropby, McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario

The major ions in solution in runoff waters draining limestone basins on Cornwallis and Devon
Islands, N.W.T., are Ca, HCOJ
Mg, Na
K, CI, and SO~. In the. virtual absence of vegetation,
solute concentrations
are low compared
with values commonly measured
in more southerly limestone
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regions. Field measurcmenrs of the total hardness of stream waters, for example, are in the range
30· 1 OOmg/ 1 (as CaC03).

These are values

which would be expected

for contact

between limestone

and

water equilibrated to atmospheric concentrations of CO2• One of the drainage basins reported on here
has an unusually high vegetation cover of 10-20%; total hardness measured within it and at its mouth
'is in the 120·220mg/l (CaCOJ)
ra.£1ge.
Measurements Of!rainwater, snow meltwater and melted snow suggest that as snow ages on the
ground its aggressiviry towards calcite decreases. The pH of year-old snow is often greater than that of
rainwater sampled at time of rainfall by 1-2 pH units, computed PCC values being correspondingly
2
smaller for snow than for rain. A direct relationship is observed betwee n snow density and pH of the
melted snow, albeit with a small number of samples. At comparable discharges, solute concentrations
are higher. in rainwater runoff than in snowmelt runoff.
Most of the variability in concentrations of the three principal ions can be accounted for by an
inverse, non-linear relationship between solute concentrations and stream discharge. Downslope
sample sequences from a number of rills indicate that rates of solution are initially rapid and thar solution is substantially completed in the first 100-150m of rill flow. The highest concentrations in the
area, nonetheless, are found in standing waters which have been in prolonged contact with the ground.
A small number of conductivity measurements made recently on melted permafrost ice reveal values of
1400-8000 .umho/cm at 25.0°C, which contrast markedly with values of 90-210 nmho for surface
runoff.

DIRECT MEASURE OF EROSIONIN A STREAMBED
OF A WEST VIRGINIA CAVE
by JULIAN

COWARD,

Department oj Geology, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario

A direct measure of erosion was carried out in the active streambed of Lower Hughes Cave,
Pocahontas County, West Virginia. The stream in the cave carries about 0.01m"/sec during low flow,
rising to several mvsec during floods .Srainless steel pins were put into the limestone, and a jig, resting
on three of these pins, was used to measure down to the limestone surface. Across the stream, 91 measurements were taken to the nearest ten-thousandth of an inch (.00025cm), in September 1969, July
1971, and October 1971. Corrected for the yearly rate, the largest measured erosion was 2.0Bmm/yr
and the smallest was a deposition of O.33mm/yr (This erosion site was on a shale band). The mean
erosion during the first period (September 1969-]uly 1971) was 1.2mm/yr, and was O.99mm/yr be.
tween July 1971·0etober 1971. The reduced erosion during the second period was due probably to dryer
conditions during the Summer of 1971. The cave,at the erosion site is about 1.5m wide and 2.5m high. If
erosion has taken place at its presenr rate the cave can be only about 3000 years old. During moderate
flow of O.03m~/sec, the erosion figures can be used to estimate that the water is picking up 1mg/l of
CaCOJ in about 400m of similar stream way.
The relative erosion on different areas of scallops was investigated. It was found that the steeper
upstream side of a scallop erodes at a faster rate than the gentler downstream side. Medium-sized scallops were found to erode faster than either smaller or larger scallops.

CAVE CONDUIT COMPETITION-I:
POWER LAW MODELSFOR SHORT TUBES
by RANE L CURL, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
The question of why one conduit of several possibilities usually dominates in the development of
local karst drainage has been infrequently discussed, although the contrary situation-leading to the
so called "maze cave't-c-has received some attention. The basic problem is one of competition between
alternative flow paths.
Following a discussion of what is meant by competition in such a situation (because arithmetic
and geometric viewpoints are contradictory) power-law models for pressure drop and dissolution rate
are applied to competitive paths of different lengths, assuming no change in the undersaturation of the
flowing water {shcrr conduits) . It is shown that all conduits with flow in either the laminar or turbulent
regimes are competitive in the sense that the ratio of their diameters or their volumetric flow rates
converges to a value depending solely 00 the ratio of their lengths, and certain power law exponents.
In particular, this ratio lies approximately between the one-third and two-thirds power of the inverse
ratio of lengths.
For one conduit to grow out of proportion to an alternative path, it is necessary that other effects
operate, such as sedimentation or blocking, piracy, or possibly effects of transition flow regimes.
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REPORT ON THE 1971 SYMPOSIUMON KARST DENUDATION
by JOHN DRAKE· & JOHN FISH, Department of Geography & Department
respectively, McMaJter University, Hamilton, Omario

of Geology,

The two-day session of papers at Oxford, England in September emphasized quantitative merhodology and experimental techniques. Direct measurement methods used by various workers in many
areas appear to show an encouraging degree of reproducibility (with underground rates of the order.
of Imm/yr), and have been used in several studies to partition gross estimates of erosion rates inrc
the various Iocules present in a karst landscape. The value of studies of saturation indices was demonstrated both by theoretical considerations of possible solution enhancement mechanisms and by experimental evidence demonstrating the validity of the long held intuitive concept that various types of
waters should be chemically distinct. The extent of biological action on the Aldabra atoll, north of
Madagascar, was demonstrated, and possibly should be reviewed in ocher locations, whilst studies of
process and rate of evolution of littoral karst features are beginning to receive close attention, An early
attempt at a broad mathematical model of cockpit evolution was presented as a speculative direction for
further studies. Much of the work described appeared to be complementary and, whilst many individual
small basin studies formed the basis of many of the reports, a widespread measure of agreement W,lS
evident in the results.

KARST GEOMORPHOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY OF THE
SIERRA DE EL ABRA, SAN LUIS POTOSI AND TAMAULIPAS, MEXICO
by JOHN

FISH, Department

of Geology, McMaster University,

Hamilton, Ontario

The Sierra de EI Abra is a north-south anticlinal range of Middle Cretaceous reef and back-reef
facies limestone, about 130km long and 6km (average) wide. A broad coastal plain of shale at SOm
elevation forms the eastern boundary; a synclinal valley of shale and marl forms the western boundary,
Farther west are more Laramide ranges of the resistant back-reef limestone. The rainfall is abour
1200mm!year.
The eastern scarp rises sharply to a karst plateau up to 450m elevation. The plateau surface is an
area of complete internal drainage and closely approximates a stripped structural surface. Cave entrances
are usually formed by collapse into a void or enlargement of joints to form lapih walls. Along tb.~
western margin several ephemeral streams perched on shale have been captured to form extensive floodwater cave systems.
Nearly all the recharge resurges at two springs along the eastern face, with a combined average
discharge of l Im'vsec. The small springs are normal limestone springs with total hardness up to about
225ppm, mostly CaC03. At base /low the large springs have roral hardness up to 800ppm (as CaeO.),
but largely derived from dolomite and gypsum (or anhydrite). W,et season discharges for these springs
may individually reach 1SOn1"/sec, while the total hardness gradually decreases to as low as 215ppr.1,
almost entirely CaCao. The regional geology and water chemistry data demonstrate that deeply circularing water from source areas far to the west pass through the tectonic structures, picking up the
calcium sulphate, calcite and dolomite solute load, and are then discharged at the £1 Abra springs. The
coastal plain acts as a groundwater barrier, forcing water from the El Abra Range (the local source) and
deeply circulating water, to resurge. Flood pulses cause large vertical fluctuations of water levels and
have rapid response and decay times. The combined hydrographic, hydrochemical and geomorphic
evidences indicate extensive phreatic development in the aquifer. Furthermore the cave and SUI:,
face geomorphic evidence indicate that the coastal plain formerly stood at much higher levels and
water was correspondingly lifted to paleo-springs.

KARST LANDFORMS OF THE FIRS':' CANYON AREA,
SOUTH NAHANNI RIVER, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES OF CANADA
by

DEREK

C. FORD, Depnrtmens

of GeogfaphYI McMaJter Uni11el'JitYI Hamilton, Ontario

In August 1971 a McMasrcr karst research party made preliminary invesrigariom of landforms in
the vicinity of First Canyon, South Nahanni River (N, Latitude 16° 18', Longitude 124° 10'). It is
the most northerly karst region of any substantial size and development known on the continent. A
remarkable fearure is that the region escaped the \\;'isconsin glaciation and its destructive effects, although it was overridden by ice during one or more of the glacial stages.
The South Nahanni River is one of the largest draining the Mackenzie Mountains, At First Canyon
it is entrenched 300"IIOOm into carbonate strata that dip 10° eastward. The karstilied rock is the
Nahanni formation, a massively bedded, bioclastic limestone of Middle Devonian age and about 250m
thick. It crops our in the top of the canyon walls and extends 40km to the north as a broad plateau surface dissened by many Jesser canyons.
"Sp-eaker
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to caves and some unique

colossal

from discharge passages

exposed

explored
and mapped as far as 2000m.
A Th-230/U-234
date from the cop of the intervening
them phase is 220,000 ±20,OOO years B.P. Many different kinds of cave ice are present.

speleo-

bogaai. Solution caves arc of two types: 1) small, local joint mazes or cut-off caverns in the lower pan
of the Nahanni formation; 2) major phreatic branch-work systems of low gradient in the upper part of
this formation.

The latter caves have long been drained and are entered

high in the First Canyon walls. They have two phases of substantial silt infill with an intervening phase
of massive speleothem deposition and a subsequent phase of minor speleothem deposition which is
active today. The silt totally blocks many caves a short ways from rheir entrances but others have been
The colossal bogazi occur as a narrow, straight belt which extends to the northern outcrops of the
Nahanni
formation. They arc vertically-walled
canyons up to 2km long and 6Qm deep, They form an
irregular
network pattern showing strong tectonic influence on alignment.
Many are closed at one or
both 'ends. They are dry or drained through random pools and fissures in the floor. They are a new karst
landform,
much larger than any of the known giant bogazi. On either side of the colossal bogazi belt,
many sinkholes and cave entrances
have been observed by low altitude
aerial reconnaissance. There is
some limited rower karst and clusters of cenore-Iike sinkholes occur. The measure of relief within the
surface karst appears [0 be greater than in any other well developed karst north of Mexico-a
most unexpected finding in a dry sub-arctic region. Investigations continue.

GENERAL THEORY OF CAVE DEVELOPMENT
by

DEREK

C. FORD, Department of Geography, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario

The purpose of this paper is to present a new explanation
for the ,genesis of the kinds of limestone
caves which speleolog,ists most frequently
cn~ounte~. A,S a theory it contai~-; few new elements. Rather,
it reconciles the conflict between older theories by indicating that each will be true where the controlling circumstances are right for it. The most important of these controlling
circumstances are the structural attitude of the rock beds and the geographical relationship
between structural trends and the location of sink and springs, the frequency
of penetrable bedding planes,
joints and faults, and the frequency and geometry of their interconnection.
As with rhe older theories,
cave systems are analysed
in the dimensions of length and depth, though reference is made also to length and breadth; i.e., to
plan patterns.
The principal contentions of this paper are as follows:
1) There is no general case of limestone cavern development
which can be so precisely defined
as older theories would have it. Rather,
there arc three com1ll0# cases: the predominantly
vadose cave,
the deep phreatic cave and watertable-type
cave. There is, also one special case-the
true artesian
cave. Some caves in non-artesian
settings display characrerisrics
that are transitional to the artesian
type; e.g., the two-dimensional
joint maze.
2) The type or types of common
cave which will develop in a system are governed by the frequency of fissures significantly
penetrated
by groundwater
and the geometric
proportionality
of this
fissure network; i.e., the bedding plane to joinr ratio, These characteristics
are combined in the hydrologist's conception of hydraulic conductivity.
The higher the value of hydraulic conductivity, the more
likely is the watertable-type
of cave, (and, often, the vadose cave) to develop.
3) In a given limestone mass, hydraulic c01.ductivity may vary from place to place, creating different proportions of the common cave types in diflerenr systems, In a given limestone mass, hydraulic
conductivity
will normally
increase with the passage of time after onset of karstification. Hydraulic
conductivity
differs from region to region,
4) Acpredominanrly
vadose cave can develop where sufficient streams collect above sink points
and where there is sufficient relief between sink and spring. The maximum
extant hydraulic gradients
thar I have recorded in alpine, (very high relief) svsrcms in limestone are around 1 :12, (In interbedded
limestones and dolomites, gradients are stecpenccltc as much ns 1:8 in one instance). Therefore, where
the straighrlinc
gradient between a sink point and a spring is steeper than about 1:12 it may be predicted that drawdown of the piezometric
surface during the early phase of route competition will create
a vadose zone ready for expansion.
Very often, rhis will be true where the gradient is gentler than 1: 12.
It depends upon the value of the hydraulic
conductivity.
5) Deep phreatic caves attain their opnmum development
in steeply dipping rocks because continuous bedding planes may guide water to great depths. Watertable
caves are particularly common in
flat- lying rocks because deep penetration
is inhibited by the presence of shallow, opened bedding planes
which are continuous to spring positions.
Lithologic perching
of cave conduits is most effective in
flat-lying rocks.
6) Before any caves have begun to develop, few limestones have such a high density of fissuration that all runoff can be absorbed at a time. Seasonally or permanently,
the fissures are filled; i.e., the
warertable
is at the surface. This is recognised in the Sawicki/Cvijic
formulation
of a cycle of surface
karst erosion and it is curious that many later speculations about cavern genesis did not adopt the point.
Where
a watertable or piezometric
surface is established at depth in rock from the very inception of
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it is predicted that fissure frequency will be so high that the watertabJe

karstification

develop.

type of cavern win

7) Where the ratio of penetrable
bedding plane length to joint is large, the fundamental building
blocks of caves aft linear anastomotic
bands in gently dipping rocks, linked by ascending or descending
chimneys
following joints. Strike-oriented
passages may develop subsequently.
Caves which are guided
predominantly
by joints, (excluding
the artesian special case) are associated
with high values
hydraulic
conductivity at inception.

or

STABLE CARBON ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTRY OF SOME
KARST WATERS IN CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA!
by

RUSSELL

S. HARMON,

Department of Geochemistry, The Pennsylvania State Untve,rsity,
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Stable carbon isotope analysis was performed
on 40 surface and groundwaters from cavernous
Paleozoic
rocks in Centre County, Pennsylvania.
Lowest 6C:l values were in the hydrologically youngest
waters
(conduit-type
springs).
The highest ~C'" values were found in the waters of perennial surface
streams, the older waters of the drainage basin. Seasonal variations in the carbon isotope chemistry of
the waters were also noted, with the lower 6C" values being associated with the spring snowmelt runoff.
Analytical
results are summarized
below.

Sample T'ype

Nmnher of SampleJ

9

conduit-flow
spring
diffuse-flow
spring
well
perennial
stream

12
9
10

Avg. ljC"ppk (w.r.t. PDB)
-14.26
-12.74
-12.20
-11:37

Standard Deoiauon
2.40
0.43
0.64
0.54

Theoretical
treatment
of isotope fractionation
in the system CaCOJ-CO~-H~O
indicates
rbar
most groundwater
in the drainage basin enters the carbonate rocks as direct vadose flows rather than
diffuse vadose seepages, and that little exchange occurs between groundwater
CO2 and soil-zone CO2,

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF CARBONATE GROUNDWATER

CHEMISTRY

by ROGER 1. JACOBSON'*', DONALD LANGMUIR, & PHILIP J. O'BRIEN,
Department of Geochemistry and Mineralogy, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
factor analysis has many potential
uses but has seldom been employed
in a proper fashion. The
correct approach includes checking all variables for a normal or lognormal
distribution,
and to determine if a homogeneous population
exists using a Q-mode analysis. After these tests are satisfactorily
completed,
the typical (Rcrnode ) factor analysis may be run using a variable number of factors, so as to
determine
how factor loadings change as the number of factors is varied. This study involved 52 well
waters from dolomite, 12 from limestone
and 15 from both. The variables
in this study, with few
exceptions,
were found to be normally
or log normally distributed.
Exceptions
were chemical species
that were difficult to measure in low concentrations,
or ratios of the variables.
The Q-mode analysis
using the variables listed below treated limestone and dolomite well waters as a single population,
but
distinguished
between several wells in the soil zone, and those in carbonate
reeks. The Rcmode analysis
Inc! the following loadings with the type of source or control listed in parentheses:
Factor 1 (carbonate
rock):
HCOJ, SpC, 50/-, Mg'~ Ca'+; Factor 2 (septic tanks and road salt):
Nat and CI-; Factor 3:
depth and elevation; Factor 4 (fertilizers):
NO; The analysis showed that well depth and elevation
did not control groundwater quality.

MEASUREMENT OF CO, IN SOIL ATMOSPHERES: PROCEDURE,
RESULTS, AND SIGNIFICANCE IN KARST STUDIES
by

FRANz-DrETER

MIOTKE,

Geographisches lnstitut, T ecbnicbes Universitiit Hannover,
Am Schneiderberg, D-3 Hannover

Because the CO2 content of soil influences the C01 content of soil water and other percolating
water, and because, presumably,
there is a tendency toward equilibrium
in the soil-CO~-H~O system,
it is desirable to measure soil-C02
and thus be able to infer local variations
in the rate of subsoil cortThe subsla~ce
"Speaker
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of this paper has been published

in CaWJ and Karst, Volume 13, Nos. 3 and 4, 1971.
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rosion of carbonate rocks. Several methods of CO~ measurement have been proposed in the past but the
fastest, most compact, and most sensitive utilizes a Drager Model 21.131 Multi Gas Detector
{Dragerwerk Lubeck, Posrfach 1339, D-24 Lubeck 1, West Germany). This apparatus was .designed
for use by industrial chemists, but since it was first applied to karst studies in 1965 in the Picas de
Europa in northeastern Spain, it has been reliably used in my investigations in Europe, Puerto Rico,
Alaska, and Canada. A summary of some of these observations and interpretations of the CO~ content
of soils in karsts of the Picos, Germany, and Puerto Rico, and in frozen soils and snow of the Italian
Dolomites, as well as a review of the earlier reievanr literature on soil-C02 production, diffusion, and
range of values is given by Miotke (1972; Die Messung des CO2-Gehaltes der Bodenluft mit dem
Drager-Gerer und, die beschleunigre Kalklosung durch hohere Fliessgeschwindigkeicen. Zeitscbriit
Mr Geomorphologie 16, in press).
A steel probe that, unlike other probes, makes it possible to sample soil-C02 to a depth of one
meter and do so without the problems associated with CO~ dilution with air or disturbance of the soil
atmosphere, has been developed by the author in collaboration with a designer and manufacturer of
geotechnical instruments. A description of this probe is given by Miotke (1972, cited above) and
probes can be custom-manufactured by the co-designer (Kurt Stitz Messgerere und Apparatebau, Neue
Srrasse 13,3001 Benthe/'Hannover, West Germany).

DEVELOPMENT OF KARST PLAINS IN PUERTO RICO: AN
INTERPRETATION SUPPLEMENTED BY ANALYSIS OF WATER SAMPLES
by

FRANZ-DIETER

MiOTKE,

Geogmpbiscbes lnstit#t, T ecbnicbes Universitiit Hannover,
Am Scbneiderberg, D-3 Hannover

Although many "so-called" karst plains have been shown to be developed on chert beds and other
non-carbonate rocks, karst plains may also develop on limestone. In an area 16km southeast of Arecibo
it is shown that the transition from a cockpit to a karst plain bordered by mogores is achieved chiefly
by corrosion at margins of a cockpit tat her than beneath rbe "blanket sands" that mantle its floor.
Interpretation of the complete analysis of 70 water samples shows that, contrary to some of the rraditional literature, groundwater in a tropical karst is not saturated or near-saturated as soon as it
enters the ground; the values for dissolved calcium and magnesium in waters of a tropical karst are not
significantly different from the values that occur in karsts developed in humid temperature and cold
climares. The opinion that maximum karstification occurs in cold climates is based on a confusion of the
solubility of the reactants wirh their rate of reaction and a lack of recognition chat the dissolved calcium
and magnesium of groundwater is strongly correlated with the influence of plum cover, soil-CO~, and
reaction kinetics associated with residence time of water in an aquifer.

COLLAPSE SINKHOLES FORMED BY DEEP·SEA TED SOLUTION OF
SALT, BAD SEEBRUCH AREA, NEAR HANNOVER, GERMANY
by

FRANZ-DIETER

MIOTKE,

Geogrtlphiscbes lnstittlt, Technisches U1l-tvenittit Hannover,
Am Scbneiderberg, D-3, Hannover

In june 1970 a large collapse sinkhole formed at a health resort in the Keuper Berglands (Keuper
Hills), about 80km sOllthwest of Hannover. Investigation has shown that this collapse was a result of
reactivation of one of several Holocene (?) peat-filled collapse depressions. The tradirional explanation
far the origin of these depressions involves the solution of very thin gypsum beds which occur at a
depth of about 40 to 150m. However, a careful analysis of the regional geology shows that a far more
logical explanation is that these collapses are a result of solution of thick salt beds at a depth of about
several hundred meters. The sandstone, shale, and limestone that overlie the salt have been stoped from
below to form breccia pipes that are as much as 60m in diameter and which, as indicated by the
stratigraphy of pollen, peat, and muds, have collapsed at least twice during the past 8000 years. Similar
breccia pipes are known to occur over thick.beds of salt rbar have a rep at depths of as much as 800m
below the ground near Bad Grund, 50km south of Hannover, in southwestern Utah, and in the Mackinac area of northern Michigan; they OCCUI over gypsum at depths of 150 and 350m in the Panhandle
area of Texas and in central Latvia.
It is insrrurrive to observe the result of a so-called remedial measure taken to "alleviate" the probIern caused at tile baths by the sinkhole. On the advice of a soils engineer, the depression was filled
by 20,000 metric tons of limestone. The limestone sank into the peaty sediments which were then so
plastically deformed that the collapse sink is now partially rimmed by a mound of peat that has been
intruded from below.
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CAVES AND KARST

COLLAPSE SINKHOLES AND SUBSIDENCE DEPRESSIONS CAUSED BY
GROUNDWATER PUMPAGE IN AN URBAN AREA IN THE
TRANSVAAL KARST, SOUTH AFRICA: ORIGIN AND
DETECTION OF INCIPIENT DEVELOPMENT
by JAMES

F. QUINLAN,

Department of Geography, McMaJter University, Hamilton Ontario

Beginning
in 1960, and concomitant
with dewatering by gold mining
companies in the Carlronville area of the Far West Rand, many catastrophic
collapses and ground
subsidences have occurred
in a subsoil dolomite karst. The area is underlain
by Precambrian dolomite
interbedded
with chert; .\t':i
residuum
mantle is locally as great as 300m thick. Impermeable
dikes, generally
about 50m thick and
nearly parallel to the dip, divide the terrain into water-tight groundwater
compartments.
As of J L1'X:
1968, more than 200 sinkholes, some as large as 125m wide and SOm deep or 6m wide and 100m
deep, had formed. Thirty-four
lives have been lost. Approximately
35 million dollars have been r.'p~[.x
on rebuilding,
application of safety measures, research, and compensation
for damage and loss of W;('.I;';l
supplies.

It has long been known that, because of loss of bouyant support, lowering of a water table ).<;
equivalent
to the addition of a surcharge
load of approximately
300Kg/m'/m
(62.4 lbs/ft'/tt)
or
drawdown
and that, as water drains fWID sediment, there is a loss of volume that is due to consolidation
of the sediment. Such consolidation
occurs in response to the removal of water or petroleum in almos:
any terrain and it is well known in areas of excessive pumpage. But in a karst terrain, where the bedrock topography
is very irregular, there is considerable variation in the thickness of residual soil; differential
subsidence occurs because the amount of consolidation is directly porportional
to the thickness
of residuum.
Where the depth to bedrock is uniform, the subsidence is uniform.
Where the bedrock
topography
abruptly steepens, the residuum
shears at the flanks of the compaction-subsidence
depression that develops.
Lowering of the water table by as much as 300m has allowed the residuum
to dry out and lost: thebouyanr support of water-with
consequent
shrinking, cracking, possible loss of strength, and addition
of a surcharge
load of 300Kg/m' per meter of drawdown. Arches of residual
soil that were self-supporting
may be overloaded by the surcharge
and new arches may form over voids in bedrock. Both the
old and new arches commonly have an overstressed zone at their springings.
These zones fail sucresslvelv by spalling from the inrrado; the void propagates upward until a metastable equilibrium
is
attained
or the ground surface is breached.
The size, shape, and stability of a metastable arch is dependent
upon the shear strength of its soil and is thus related to the water content of this soil. Both
the friction
angle
component
and the cohesion component of the shear strength of a soil are inversely proportional
to its water content, but whereas changes in the friction angIe have no significant
effect on rhe character of an arch, slight changes in cohesion dramatically
affect it. A decrease in cohesion favors development of a wider, taller arch. The equilibrium
of a metastable
arch may later be affected by seepage from above and consequent
increase in surcharge load, loss of cohesion, and successive
spalling until either a new metastable equilibrium
is attained or the ground surface is breached.
The average depth to the irregular
bedrock surface can be determined
gravimetrically
but geophysical
methods have been unsuccessful
in detecting the subsurface voids into which residuum col
lapses-typically
near-vertical slots less than 3m wide and less than a hundred
meters long and deep.
The only method of finding such slots is by drilling closely-spaced holes.
Detection
of incipient sinkhole development
may be accomplished
by use of; I) precise surface
leveling, 2) closely-spaced drilling, 3) logs of drilling resistance, 4) deeply-set telescopic bench marks,
and 5) deeply-set strain gages. Since more than two billion dollars worth of gold is estimated to snlliie
beneath
the dolomite, a decision not to pump groundwater
out of the compartments
would be economically
unjustifiable.
Consequently
the dolomite terrain must be either
abandoned
or monitored
with telescopic be.nch mar~s. Other than by ce~si~g to pump groundwater,
the best way to prevent the
development
of sinkholes 1S to completely
aVOId infiltration of uncontrolled
surface drainage into the
residuum.

Continued
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